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Abstract. Based on the principle of laser absorption spectroscopy, a laser methane sensor for 
mine use has been developed. The design of the sensor system is discussed and its practical 
application for methane detection in coal mines is considered.  A control system coupled to the 
sensor has been developed and the results obtained show the high quality of the performance of 
the laser methane sensor over the traditional catalytic combustion sensor and infrared sensor in 
many performance aspects, such as large range, high precision and low power consumption  
1. Introduction 
 Enhancing the safety of its coal mines is of particular importance to China and the economy.  In 
the process of coal production, methane gas is produced and disasters due to methane ignition occur 
frequently, resulting in deaths and destruction in the mine.  To tackle this problem, better methane gas 
monitoring is important content in the prevention of further accidents. At present, the main means of 
safety monitoring is methane gas detection using catalytic methods and non-dispersive infrared 
absorption sensors.  The traditional catalytic methane sensor has the problem that the device is easily 
‘poisoned’ by other interfering species and needs frequent calibration and maintenance and there are 
various phenomena which can lead to false alarms.  Infrared sensors can achieve the full measurement 
range needed, but the measurement accuracy is susceptible to humidity effects.  Based on the principle 
of near-infrared diode laser absorption spectroscopy, the laser-based methane sensor can eliminate the 
cross interference of water vapor and other interfering gases with the characteristics of the narrow laser 
spectrum, and thus can achieve high measurement accuracy, which is suitable for the harsh environment 
of coal mines[1-4].  However testing and evaluating such a system in actual coal mines for longer periods 
of evaluation is important and this has been done in the work reported here. 
2. Basic principles of the monitoring system 
 According to the Lambert-Beer law, when a beam of parallel light with intensity )(0 I  passes 
through a gas cell filled with the gas under test, and provided that the spectrum of the light source 
encompasses one or more of the absorption lines of the gas, the relationship between the transmitted 
light intensity )(I , the incident intensity )(0 I , and the gas concentration C  can be given by [6-7]. 
              
])()(exp[)(])(exp[)()( 00 CLTPSICLII  −=−= .                   (1) 
where )(  is the absorption coefficient of the gas; ][cmL  is the length of the gas absorbing light and 
])[( 12 −− atmcmTS  is the intensity of the characteristic spectral line of the gas.  This represents the 
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absorption intensity of the spectral lines which is related to temperature, while ][atmP  is the total 
pressure of the gas, C  is the volume concentration of the gas and ])[( cm  is a line-shape function, 
which represents the shape of the absorption spectral lines which is associated with temperature, total 
pressure, and the proportional composition of the gas.  With a knowledge of parameters such as 
pressure, line intensity, the length of the gas absorbing light path were known, the final gas concentration 
could then be obtained[6].  The overall sensor system can be visualized as being divided into the laser 
control system, the optical fiber optical path, the gas chamber, the photoelectric detection circuit and the 
data acquisition and processing system. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In this paper, a 1653nm laser was chosen as the light source as it was conveniently available and 
its output covered the spectral region of interest. By scanning the spectrum of the semiconductor laser 
used with the output wavelength corresponding to the methane gas absorption, applying a zigzag 
scanning current to the laser and dividing the laser light beam with a 1 x 2 coupler, the signal from the 
gas can be detected.  Before use in the mine, the sensor was calibrated with known percentages of 
methane gas, as shown in Figure 3, and the linear relationship between the measured gas concentration 
determined from the spectral measurements and the actual gas percentages when the test cell was filled 
is seen.  Recognizing that there is potentially a temperature effect, the calibration was done under 
different temperature conditions for a fixed gas concentration and the results seen in Figure 4 show a 
relatively small fluctuation in the output as a result of the temperature change (up to a maximum of 45ºC 
which is the highest temperature experienced in the mine).  
3. Field tests and evaluation 
In 2017, the laser methane sensor was installed as part of the KJ95 gas safety monitoring system in 
Xinglongzhuang coal mine of Yanzhou Mining Group in Shandong province of China.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the laser methane 
sensor system used 
Figure 2 Photograph of the laser 
methane sensor ready for installation 
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This was the first commercial application of the sensor in the coal field, to enhance coal mine safety.  
The sensor was installed according to the Chinese Coal Mine Safety Regulations and the ‘Coal mine 
safety monitoring system and testing instruments management standard, AQ1029-2007’ standard, as 
illustrated in Figure 5 below.  The sensor is installed in the T1 position (shown circled in the figure) as 
this is the position in the mine where there is an almost saturated humidity level and a high dust 
concentration – the installed sensor is shown in Figure 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The real-time data obtained by the sensor are shown in Figure 7. The yellow line shown in Figure 
7 is the measurement data from the laser methane sensor, showing a smooth profile while the green line 
shows the output from the catalytic sensor, installed in the same position.  This shows that due to the 
influence of the high humidity and the presence of dust, the sensor does not work consistently.  
 
 
Figure 3 Calibration of the system using different 
standard gas percentages 
Figure 4 Measured gas concentration v 
temperature showing negligible effect  
Figure 5 Illustration of the sensor installation map Figure 6 Laser methane sensor 
installed in a mine 
T1 T2 
T3 T4 
T4 
 
Figure 7 Measured methane concentration measured using the laser methane sensor (yellow) and the 
catalytic combustion sensor in a mine environment, obtained over a nine hour period 
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Figure 8 Data from the laser and the catalytic sensors with a 1.5% methane sample 
 
In order to verify the long-term stability and accuracy of the sensor output, a standard gas sample 
(1.5% volume concentration methane gas) was used to evaluate the sensor performance every seven 
days, where Figure 8 shows one of the test data sets.  There is no obvious change in the performance 
of the laser-based sensor which gives a better performance than the catalytic combustion sensor which 
needs to be re-calibrated (with the standard gas sample every seven days).  By contrast, the laser 
methane sensor has been operating for >6 years in several different coal mines without recalibration 
being needed.  Therefore, in coal mine safety monitoring, the traditional catalytic methane sensor and 
infrared methane sensor can gradually be replaced by the laser methane sensor as it offers better 
performance in the long term. 
4. Conclusion  
A laser methane sensor based on laser absorption spectroscopy has been developed and a report of its 
performance reported in this paper.  As a result of its good performance, the laser methane sensor has 
begun to be put into commercial operation in several coal mines in China.  The actual testing data from 
the laser sensor in these harsh environmental conditions in-the-field show its good performance.  
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